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Creatures of Many is the fluting of a poet with natural elements and calming effects. The (OFNOTES), of

desire and feeling of a poet. Music for meditation and relaxation. 13 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With

Music, SPOKEN WORD: Poetry Details: What is Poetic Fluting? Poetic fluting is a mystical music to end

the day. The music is a Mood setter with a gentle and comforting sound. The rise and fall of nature brings

the listener a soothing and peaceful moment. The fluting is deceivingly simple, yet each track translates

into a different journey. It is meditative, smooth and enchanting. Poetic fluting for relaxation, is the mixture

of music and poems with deep feeling from the heart. The natural element and sound that are around us,

tell a story without musical scores. Poetic fluting is a spirit of the mind movement through native fluting,

created by Mayi D. Ojisua to invoke from within the unspoken passage of the mind. Poetic fluting is the

translation of a thought in a poem. The spiritual energy to speak and mix freely without a complete social

formalities. Poetic fluting is poetic music:- The feeling and inspiration of all that is within us is what makes:

Ovitas, Sleeping Medicine, Eterniti, and Creatures of Many,one of the best meditative and relaxing

compilations of CD's created by a poet without scores. Artist Acknowledgments I would like to thank all of

you, and especially those who have found peace deep within. Peace can be found within, without a price.

Peace is enhancing within. Peace is exposed from within, and oursurrounding is a farmers land. You are

the farmer and the seed you leave behind must grow. Poeticfluting is the feeling and inspiration of all that

is within. This is what makes Ovitas, Sleeping Medicine, Eterniti, and Creatures of Many with other

compilations one of the best meditative and relaxing Poetic Fluting music created by a poet without

scores(OFFNOTES). Hifiness:To my critics, I thank you also. However, I challenge you to farm with

nature in anyway and plant a seed for the mere once to harvest. The result of this seed is like a plant and

its flowers. When all lovers can harvest from the same land, then the seed of life will grow forever, faster,
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better and stronger. From me, become a farmer with a healthy seed.
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